1. Introduction

We should always bear in mind that the assumption of representativeness ‘must be regarded largely as an act of faith’ (Leech 1991: 2), as at present we have no means of ensuring it, or even evaluating it objectively. (Tognini-Bonelli 2001: 57)

Corpus Linguistics (CL) has not yet come of age. It does not make any difference whether we consider it a full-fledged linguistic discipline (Tognini-Bonelli 2000: 1) or, else, a set of analytical techniques that can be applied to any discipline (McEnery et al. 2006: 7). The truth is that CL is still striving to solve thorny, central issues such as optimum size, balance and representativeness of corpora (of the language as a whole or of some subset of the language).

Corpus-driven/based studies rely on the quality and representativeness of each corpus as their true foundation for producing valid results. This entails deciding on valid external and internal criteria for corpus design and compilation. A basic tenet is that corpus representativeness determines the kinds of research questions that can be addressed and the generalizability of the results obtained (cf. Biber et al. 1988: 246). Unfortunately, faith and beliefs do not seem to ensure quality.

In this paper we will attempt to deal with these key questions. Firstly, we will give a brief description of the R&D projects which
originally have served as the main framework for this research.\(^1\) Secondly, we will focus on the complex notion of corpus representativeness and ideal size, from both a theoretical and an applied perspective. Finally, we will describe a computer application which has been developed as part of the research. This software will be used to verify whether a sample bilingual comparable corpus could be deemed representative.

2. The TuriCor corpus

The TURICOR project (ref. no. BFF2003-04616, 2003-2006) and its follow-up (ref. no. HUM-892, 2006-2009) involve research in the field of translation technology.\(^2\) As a consequence, it has an interdisciplinary character and is geared towards applied research. The ground hypothesis is that the use of corpora and, in particular, virtual corpora compiled from material downloaded from the Internet constitutes a great advance for research in the fields of language engineering and applied linguistics.\(^3\) Furthermore, the benefits and advantages brought about by this advance may also have implications for companies involved in the tourism industry. One of the main aims of the projects is to compile a large multilingual travel and tourism law corpus (in English, French, German, Italian and Spanish) by mining electronic resources available on the Web.

The TuriCor corpus is a virtual, multilingual macrocorpus of travel and tourism law, made up of different subcorpora, which are

\(^1\) The research reported in this paper has been carried out in the framework of R&D projects BFF2003-04616 (Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology/EU ERDF. 2003-2006) and HUM-892 (Andalusian Ministry of Education, Science and Technology. 2006-2009). Gloria Corpas Pastor leads both projects.

\(^2\) For more information on the two projects see the official websites at <http://www.turicor.com> and <http://www.uma.es/hum892>.

\(^3\) In this context an ad hoc corpus refers to a virtual, high quality corpus that has been specifically compiled in order to carry out a particular translation project or to document a given translation problem within a project.
The Turicor corpus currently holds 5,022 documents in German, Spanish, English, French (at an initial stage) and Italian, giving a total of more than twelve million words or to be more precise, 17,139,591 tokens of which half (8,569,791) come from tourism contracts, general conditions and standard forms.5

In this paper we will check a collection of general conditions in package holiday contracts6 in Peninsular Spanish and British and American English as regards representativeness by means of a computer programme which has been developed within the framework of both projects.7 The Spanish and the British subcorpora have been ex-
tracted from the *Turicor* corpus, whereas the American subcorpus has been mined from the Internet.\(^8\) This analysis of representativeness is a pilot study that could be applied to any given corpus, or to any component or subcorpus derived from it.

3. The importance of being representative

Countless definitions have been forwarded as to what constitutes a corpus. Examples of the more commonly known definitions follow: ‘[a] collection of texts assumed to be representative of a given language, dialect, or other subset of a language to be used for linguistic analysis’ (Francis 1982: 17); ‘a collection of pieces of language that are selected and ordered according to explicit linguistic criteria in order to be used as a sample of the language’ (EAGLES 1996\(^a\) y \(^b\)); ‘a finite-sized body of machine-readable texts sampled in order to be maximally representative of the language variety under consideration’ (McEnery and Wilson 2001: 24).

Despite repeated reference to the quality of being ‘representative’, constituting a ‘sample’ and so forth as distinguishing features of corpora as opposed to other kinds of textual collections, there appears to be no consensus amongst the experts on the two crucial questions of quality and quantity.

The definition of representativeness is a crucial point in the creation of a corpus, but is one of the most controversial aspects among specialists, especially as regards the ambiguity inherent in its use due to the intermingling of quantitative and qualitative connotations (CORIS/CODIS 2006).

---

\(^8\) The American English subcorpus is described in Corpas Pastor (2006). It has been compiled according to the methodology for virtual corpus compilation described in Seghiri (2006).
Dealing with the first concept, that of quality, the root of the problem here may lie in the low quality of the texts that are included if they come from sources that are insufficiently reliable (Gelbukh et al. 2002: 10). This obstacle has been dealt with by designing, as a central element of the project, a system for gauging the quality of digital information through adopting an evaluation protocol, which has been applied to all the documents that were potential candidates for inclusion in the Turicor macrocorpus (Seghiri 2006: 89-95).

Another important issue on the subject of quality concerns the coverage of representative genres and text types in a given corpus. In the case of Turicor, genres have been carefully chosen to represent the travel and tourism law domain. They include the main types of contract documents currently produced within the tourism industry (agreements, general conditions and forms), as well as the appropriate rules and regulations in force in the corresponding jurisdictions (cf. section 2 above). The Turicor corpus has, therefore, been compiled in accordance with carefully selected diasystematic restrictions.

As to the size of the corpus, our starting point was not to establish figures for the number of documents or the total number of words. Instead, a computer programme has been devised to evaluate the appropriateness of corpus size. Once the question of quality is ensured in terms of corpus design and document selection (external criteria), a programme has been develop to determine whether the size reached by a given component or subcorpus of Turicor is sufficiently representative of a particular sector of the tourist industry or of the tourism sector in general (internal criteria).

It should be born in mind that the size of the corpus is a decisive factor in determining whether the sample is representative in relation to the needs of the research project (Lavid 2005). However, as will be demonstrated, even today the concept of representativeness is still surprisingly imprecise, especially if one considers its acceptance as a central characteristic that distinguishes a corpus from any other kind of collection.9 As Biber, who is one of the most prolific writers on the

9 There are a surprising number of research projects that whilst endeavouring to compile a ‘representative’ corpus hardly seem to touch on this concept. Usually, it
subject of corpus representativeness, emphasises, ‘a corpus is not simply a collection of texts. Rather, a corpus seeks to represent a language or some part of a language’ (Biber et al. 1998: 246). Nevertheless, at the same time Biber remains conscious of the difficulties involved in compiling a corpus that could be defined as ‘representative’ (Biber et al. 1998: 246-247).

3.1. Some theoretical assumptions

Although the criteria for creating a virtual corpus will depend on specific objectives, a doubt will always remain as to whether the number of texts that have been collected and, closely related to this question, whether the number of words contained in them will be sufficient. In other words, the question turns on determining a minimum quantity from which a collection may be deemed to be representative of the field it is attempting to cover. There have been a great number of papers and research projects on the question of quantity as a criterion to gauge representativeness as well as suggested formulas for calculating the minimum number of words and documents necessary for a specialist corpus to be considered representative (Heaps 1978; Biber 1988, 1990, 1993, 1994 and 1995; Leech 1991; Haan 1992; Zampolli et al. 1994; Lauer 1995a, b and c; Biber et al. 1998 and Yang et al. 1999 and 2002, amongst others).

It is therefore commonplace to come up against questions over the minimum number of texts that will guarantee that the sample taken is scientifically valid as well as debates over how to specify from what quantity it is possible to decide that the number of texts included, and therefore the number of words, is sufficient (Sanahuja and Silva 2001). On the same point McEnery and Wilson (2001: 32) note that:

A corpus in modern linguistics, in contrast to being simply any body of text, might more accurately be described as a finite-sized body of machine-readable text, sampled in order to be

is noticeable that the availability of material on the particular field the study is dealing with determines the final size of the corpus (Giouli y Piperidis 2002).
maximally representative of the language variety under consideration.

Taking these considerations into account, an attempt has been made, using a computer application designed for such a task, to specify the minimum number of documents, and therefore words, which this ‘finite-sized’ body of texts should include in order to be considered representative. Thereby, the point at which the addition of further documents becomes unnecessary may be defined. Thus, our starting point is that in an area which is as limited as that being considered here, i.e. package holiday contracts, and whilst allowing that new words will always be included in the corpus (it should be remembered that an infinite number of variables such as numbers, addresses and proper names exist), a point is reached when the addition of more documents will not in practice bring anything new to the collection. In other words, it will not make it more representative because all the different situations, as well as the normal range of terminology in this particular field, have already been covered.

Until recently, a similar method for determining representativeness was carried out by applying Zipf’s law. Zipf’s law is based on the idea that all texts contain a number of words that are repeated. The total number of words in any text is referred to as tokens, while the total number of distinct words, without counting repetitions, is known as types. If this second quantity, types, is divided by the total number of words in the text, or tokens, the frequency that each word appears in the text may be calculated. Words may thereby be ordered according to their frequency with each word being given a rank. The word with the highest frequency will occupy the first position on the list, or rank one, with the other words following in descending order.

Zipf stated that a relationship existed between the frequency of a word and its rank, so that the higher the rank number of a word the lower its frequency of occurrence in a text, since a higher rank number indicates that the word is further down the list and therefore less frequent. In other words, there is an inverse relationship between fre-

---

10 For a historical perspective on how Zipf’s law was developed see Moreiro González (2002).
quency and rank, i.e. frequency decreases as rank increases. By using Zipf’s law, it is therefore, possible to establish that the number of occurrences of a word or its frequency of occurrence \( f(n) \) – is inversely proportional to its number on the list or rank \( n \). Zipf’s law can be stated mathematically as follows:

\[
f(k; s, N) = \frac{1/k^s}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} 1/n^s}
\]

From this law it may be deduced that the words with the highest absolute frequency are those that are ‘empty’, whilst the least frequent are those that reveal the author’s individual style and richness of vocabulary. Words that appear in the middle range in terms of frequency distribution are those that are really representative of the document (Velasco et al. 1999: 35).

Zipf’s law can, therefore, give us an idea of the breadth of vocabulary used, but it is not limited to a particular or approximate number because this will depend on how the constant is determined (Braun 2005 and Carrasco Jiménez 2003: 3). Numerous studies have been based on the law, but the conclusions they reach do not specify, even through the use of graphs, the number of texts that are necessary to compile a corpus for a particular specialised field (Almahano Güeto 2002: 281).

There have been many attempts to set the size, or at least establish a minimum number of texts, from which a specialised corpus may be compiled. Some of the most important are those put forward by Heaps (1978), Young-Mi (1995) and Sánchez Pérez and Cantos Gómez (1997). However, subsequently some of these authors such as

\[11\] Indeed, out of this work came the rule known as Heaps’ law. Both Zipf’s and Heaps’ laws are used to grasp the variability of corpora. Heaps’ law is an empirical law which examines the relationship between vocabulary size, or in other words, the number of different words (types) and the total number of words in a text (tokens). In this way a sequential increase of vocabulary in relation to text type can be observed. The programme ReCor has been validated using this law (Seghiri 2006: 399-403).
Cantos (Yang et al. 2000: 21) recognised some shortcomings in these works, stating that ‘Heaps, Young-Mi and Sánchez and Cantos failed by using regression techniques.\textsuperscript{12} This might be attributed to their preference for Zipf’s law’.\textsuperscript{13}

Faced with this situation, other authors have suggested the following solution:

\[\ldots\] as a result of applying Zipf’s law quite a few words have a redundant number of occurrences and make up the greatest part of corpus’s volume, while the vast majority of the words have a number of occurrences which is statistically insufficient. The solution to this problem is to use the biggest corpus that humanity has ever created – the Internet. (Gelbukh 2002: 7)

It is undeniable that the advantages offered by the Internet have opened up an infinite number of possibilities for linguistic or translation research, indeed programmes such as \textit{WebCorp}\textsuperscript{14} have already been developed for this task. However, we concur with Sinclair (2004a) that this approach is not valid because, due to the Internet’s inherent peculiarities, it cannot, strictly speaking, be considered a corpus. Examples of these peculiarities include its size, which remains unknown, and its mutability, which means it is continually growing.

---

\textsuperscript{12} Simple linear and multiple linear are the most usual regression techniques used. The prototype situations that these techniques are applied to consist primarily of a set of subjects or observations in which two variables, X and Y for instance, can be measured. When the value of one of the variables, that of X for example, is known the technique is used to predict the value of this subject in the variable Y. A detailed description of different regression techniques and their applications can be found in Lorch and Myers (1990).

\textsuperscript{13} Conscious of these deficiencies, Yang et al. (2000) attempted to overcome them by taking a new approach: a mathematical tool capable of predicting the relationship between linguistic elements in a text (types) and the size of the corpus (tokens). However, at the end of their study, the authors reflected on some of its limitations, “the critical problem is, however, how to determine the value of tolerance error for positive predictions” (Yang et al. 2000: 30).

\textsuperscript{14} <http://www.webcorp.org.uk>.
and changing along with its users. In addition, the population it represents is another unknown factor.

3.2. Size recommendations

It equally surprising to observe how, for many authors, no maximum or minimum number of texts, or words, that a corpus should contain seems to exist (Sinclair 2004a) and where an approximate figure is proposed, many authors appear to take extreme positions.

Thus, Biber (1993) or McEnery and Wilson (2006), suggest that the ideal number of words that any corpus should reach is around a million. The same figure is given by other researchers such as Borja Albi (2000) and Ruiz Antón (2006). Others, such as Friedbichler and Friedbichler (2000), consider that a figure between ‘500,000 and 5 million words per language (depending on the target field) will provide sample evidence in 97% of language queries’. There are also those that go further and end up proposing such ‘mottos’ as ‘there is no text like more text’, ‘more data is better data’ or ‘the bigger the corpus the better’ (Church and Mercer 1993: 18-19 and Wilkinson 2005: 6). Similarly, Sinclair (2004b) considers that ideally a corpus should be ‘big’, although the interpretation of this adjective remains open to debate because no approximate figure is given.

Although it is the dream of many linguists to have gigantic corpora of more than ten million words at their disposal to enable them to carry out studies on general language (Wilkinson 2005: 6), it has been shown that smaller corpora give optimum results in specialised areas. In fact, an increasing number of researchers, such as Bowker and Pearson (2002: 48), stress that shorter corpora with ‘a few thousand and a few hundred thousand words’ are just as useful in the study of languages for specific purposes.

Likewise, Leech (1991: 10) had already, at the beginning of the nineties, given four reasons why corpora of a larger size were not necessarily better. Firstly, he pointed out, as we have already seen, that a

---

15 Ball (1997 [1996]) allows us to comprehend, with the aid of concrete examples, what a million words actually means in relation to the different sources they have been taken from.
vast collection of texts is not sufficient, in and of itself, to be considered a corpus; rather the texts that form the collection must be representative. Secondly, it is possible that an increase in the size of a corpus is simply due to the inclusion of a huge amount of written texts. In addition, corpora of such a great size usually run up against countless copyright problems, hence the bigger the corpus the more numerous the problems. Finally, Leech mentions the scarcity of programmes that are capable of processing the information contained in these giant corpora. As to this last point, we should remember that these observations were made in 1991 and now the situation is completely different with the existence today of powerful programmes such as SARA, MonoConc, MultiTrans or WordSmith Tools to mention only some of the more popular examples.

There is also an increasing number of researchers who support the idea that corpora of a great size are not necessary for work in specific areas. Thus, Clear (1994) wrote an article: ‘I Can’t See the Sense in a Large Corpus’, whose title speaks for itself. Other authors have followed this same line of thought and have emphasised that smaller corpora are extremely useful for sketching out specific areas of a language (Murison-Bowie 1993: 50) or for language teaching (Ghadessy, Henry and Roseberry 2001). Similarly, Fillmore (1992: 35) gives his personal opinion that ‘every corpus that I’ve had a chance to examine, however small, has taught me facts that I couldn’t imagine finding out about in any other way.’ Pearson (1998) and Rundell and Stock (1992) have also added two interesting arguments in favour of smaller corpora. The first, forwarded by Pearson (1998: 57), holds that the size of a corpus may be reduced if its design criteria include the intention to represent discourse in a specific scientific community, genre and field; as has been done in the case of Turicor. Secondly, Rundell and Stock (1992: 47) state that the final size of a corpus should be in

17 MonoConc processes comparable texts. A version for dealing with parallel texts also exists, ParaConc. For more information see <http://www.athel.com/mono.html>.
18 For a critique of the Pro3 version of MultiTrans, see Gervais (2003).
19 For more information and to download WordSmith Tools, go to <http://www.lexically.net/wordsmith/>.
proportion to the number of text types that are going to be included, as well as the relative frequency of their appearance in general language. Finally, Baker (2006: 28-29) stresses quality over quantity:

One consideration when building a specialised corpus in order to investigate the discursive construction of a particular subject is perhaps not so much the size of the corpus, but how often we would expect to find the subject mentioned within it … Therefore, when building a specialised corpus for the purposes of investigating a particular subject or set of subjects, we may want to be more selective in choosing our texts, meaning that the quality or content of the data takes equal or more precedence over issues of quantity.

Taking these points into account, it would seem that the component of general conditions for package holidays now under examination will be relatively limited as it will be used by a very specific community in a concrete communication situation, the sale of package holidays. In addition, the general conditions constitute an excellent text type, since by European Law\(^{20}\) (cf. Council Directive of 13 June 1990 on package travel, package holidays and package tours regulations, 90/314/EEC) they must appear in the brochures that package holiday companies produce for advertising purposes.

Wright and Budin (1997) concur on this point, adding that a corpus of one hundred thousand lexical items is sufficiently large to draw meaningful conclusions because the vocabulary used to deal with a specialised subject is more restricted than that used in non-specialised discourse. Likewise, Ahmad and Rogers (2001: 736) maintain that, ‘As a rule of thumb, special-language corpora already start to become useful for key terms of the domain in the tens of thousands of words, rather than the millions of words required for general-language lexicography’.

However, although size is determined in relation to the particular analysis that is intended, even where the interaction under scrutiny

\(^{20}\) There is not American substantive legislation for package travel, package holidays or package tours.
is very specific, some studies have been carried out using a relatively low number of words and texts due to the fact that they have been compiled, as is usually the case, on the basis of availability of material. ‘There is no general agreement as to what the size of a corpus should ideally be. In practice, however, the size of a corpus tends to reflect the ease or difficulty of acquiring the material.’ (Giouli and Piperidis 2002).

Whether or not corpora of a reduced size are governed by availability of materials, it must be recognised that they have been, and continue to be, compiled in order to carry out linguistic and translation studies, amongst other kinds of research. Above all, they have proved to be extremely useful tools. In different studies, Haan (1989, 1992) has given a detailed account of the success of a wide variety of analyses based on corpora that contain no more than twenty thousand words. In different linguistic studies carried out using small corpora, Kock (1997 and 2001) also draws the conclusion that these collections (each containing 19 or 20 texts with approximately one hundred thousand occurrences) are more than sufficient, taking into account that ‘it is not necessary to have such large corpora if they are homogenous in terms of language register, geographical area and historical time, for instance’ (Kock 1997: 292). Biber reduces these figures still further and states that it is possible to represent practically the totality of elements of a specific register with relatively few examples, one thousand words, and a small number of texts belonging to this register, ten to be exact (Biber 1995: 131).21

If these principles are applied to the particular case under examination here, it may be stated that the component of general conditions for package holidays has been isolated with the objective of analysing the language used by a very limited community, in a communicative situation that is very specific (the sale of package holidays) and with only one text type being represented (general conditions), whose frequency in general language use is minimal. In addition, Bravo Gozalo and Fernández Nistal (1998: 216) add that size should be in relation to the purpose the corpus is going to be used for. Since the corpus under

---

examination has a very specific objective, its size could be even fur-
ther reduced, taking this consideration into account.

It is necessary at this point to mention that specialised texts are
terminologically far denser than general language texts (Ahmad and
Rogers 2001: 726). Documents with a high level of technicality, there-
fore, display this ‘terminological density’, or in other words, a high
number of units that convey specialised knowledge. Cabré (1999: 89)
found that the degree of communicative specialisation conditions the
terminological density of a text. Expressive variation when dealing
with a concept or situation should also be born in mind. A highly spe-
cialised text, therefore, may be characterised as precise, concise and
systematic and the terminology it contains tends to be monosemous
and univocal. It may, therefore, be concluded that although a special-
ised corpus does not contain as high a number of words as a general
language corpus, it is still possible to obtain satisfactory results as
long as the representativeness already described is attained and, addi-
tionally, a considerable sample of texts with a high degree of techni-
cality is used.

The fact that no consensus exists as to the number of documents
and words that our final collection should include has led us to the
conclusion that, before carrying out any kind of analysis, it is essential
to ensure that the number of documents and words achieved is suffi-
cient. However, the range of figures that have been suggested differ
widely and the proposed calculations are not particularly reliable.22 In
a previous study (Corpas Pastor and Seghiri 2006a), we concluded
that a possible solution may be to carry out an analysis of lexical den-
sity in relation to the increase in documentary material included. In
other words, if the ratio between the actual number of different words
in a text and the total number of words (types/tokens) is an indicator
of lexical density or richness, it may be possible to create a formula

22 On this subject, see the study by Yang et al. (2000: 21) in which reference is made
to the shortcomings of studies, which until recently were considered valid, based
on Zipf’s law.
that can represent increases in the corpus (C) on a document by
document (d) basis,\textsuperscript{23} for example:

\[ C_n = d_1 + d_2 + d_3 + \ldots + d_n \]

Following from this, our starting point is the idea forwarded by Biber
(1993) and subsequently endorsed in studies such as those by Sánchez
Pérez and Cantos Gómez (1998) that the number of types does not in-
crease in proportion to the number of words the corpus contains, once
a certain number of texts has been achieved. This may make it possi-
ble to determine the minimum size of a corpus and the quantity that
must be reached for it to begin to be representative. With the help of
graphs, it should be possible to establish whether the corpus is repre-
sentative and approximately how many documents are necessary to
achieve this. This theory has become a practical reality in the shape of
a software application which enables accurate evaluation of corpus
representativeness\textsuperscript{24}, as described in the next section.

\section*{4. The ReCor programme}

\textit{ReCor} is a software application which has been designed within the
framework of the aforementioned R&D projects so as to facilitate the
evaluation of representativeness of corpora in relation to their size.
Above all, it is notable for the simplicity of its user interface; this con-
trasts with the highly mathematical complexities that are typical in
this kind of research.

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{23} For more information see Corpas Pastor and Seghiri (2007a, 2007b, 2007c and
\textsuperscript{24} \textit{ReCor} is an acronym derived from the function it was designed for: (checking)
the representativeness of a given corpus.
\end{footnotesize}
In this study we used version 2.3 of ReCor. We are currently working on a new version\textsuperscript{25} which has an improved capacity for working with multiple and very large files quickly and also allows lexical bundles to be identified on the basis of analysis of n-grams (n \geq 1 and n \leq 10) of the corpus.

4.1. A userfriendly GUI

ReCor’s GUI is simple, intuitive and user-friendly and it is divided into four sections: Language, Reports, Filters and Files. Firstly, the language may be chosen between English or Spanish. In the second section, Reports, an input file – ‘CORPUS files selection’ – may be selected; this could be anything from a particular clause in a policy to the entire Turicor corpus. ‘Group of words’ also allows the user to work with groups of up to ten words (n-grams). In the third section, Filters, ‘Number Filters’ allows numbers to be filtered out. There is also an option, ‘Input File (Words Filter),’ which filters out all those words that the user wants to exclude from the analysis, like addresses, proper names or even HTML tags, in the case that the corpus has not been ‘cleaned’.

Three output files are created. The first, ‘Statistical Analysis,’ collates the results from two distinct analyses; firstly, with the files ordered alphabetically by name and secondly with the files in random order. The document that appears is structured into five columns which show the number of types, the number of tokens, the ratio between the number of different words and the total number of words (types/tokens), the number of words that appear only once (V1) and the number of words that appear only twice (V2). The second output file, ‘Alphabetical Order,’ generates two columns; the first shows the words in alphabetical order with their corresponding number of occurrences appearing in the second column. The same information is shown in the third file, ‘Frequency,’ but this time the words are ordered according to their frequency, or in other words, by their rank.

\textsuperscript{25} The new version of ReCor will be soon available on line.
4.2. Graphical representation

The programme illustrates the level of representativeness of a corpus in a simple graph form, which shows lines that grow exponentially at first and then stabilise as they approach zero.\(^{26}\)

In the first presentation of the corpus in graph form that the programme generates—*Graphical Representation A*—the number of files selected is shown on the horizontal axis, while the vertical axis shows the types/tokens ratio. The results of two different operations are shown, one with the files ordered alphabetically (the red line), and the other with the files introduced at random (the blue line). In this way the programme double checks to verify that the order in which the texts are introduced does not have repercussions for the representativeness of the corpus. Both operations show an exponential decrease as the number of texts selected increase. However, at the point where both the red and blue lines stabilise, it is possible to state that the cor-

---

\(^{26}\) It should be noted here that zero is unachievable because of the existence in the text of variables that are impossible to control such as addresses, proper names or numbers, to name only some of the more frequently encountered.
pus is representative, and at precisely this point it is possible to see approximately how many texts will produce this result.

At the same time another graph – *Graphical Representation B* – is generated in which the number of tokens is shown on the horizontal axis. This graph can be used to determine the total number of words that should be set for the minimum size of the collection.

Once these steps have been taken, it is possible to check whether the number\(^\text{27}\) of general conditions for package holidays that have been compiled in the two languages involved – English (British and American varieties) and Spanish – is sufficient to enable us to affirm that our component is representative. See Figures 2, 3 and 4 below which show the representativeness of the languages involved.

**Figure 2:** Representativeness of the Spanish component (1-gram).

---

\(^{27}\) The *Turicor* component for general conditions in Spanish contains 288 documents (820,015 words), whereas the British English component is composed of 234 documents (775,120 words). The American English subcorpus comprises 216 documents and 500,213 words.
From the data shown in Figure 2 it is possible to deduce that, according to Graph A, the component of general conditions in Spanish begins to be representative from the point of the inclusion of 225 docu-
ments; since the curve hardly varies either before or after this number, in other words this is the point where the lines stabilise and are closest to zero. As mentioned above, in practice zero is unattainable because, despite having chosen ReCor’s option to filter out numbers as well as using the word filter, all documents always contain an infinite number of variables which are impossible to control (for example, proper names or addresses, to mention only some of the more frequent examples). Graph B shows the minimum total number of words (tokens) necessary for the corpus to be considered representative, which in this case is 750,000 words.

In the case of Figure 3, from Graph A it is possible to assert that the component in British English becomes representative from the point where 180 documents are included. In addition, according to the data generated by ReCor shown in Graph B, the figure for the total number of words necessary in order to claim representativeness is around 600,000 words.

In the case of Figure 4, it is possible to affirm from Graph A that the component in American English becomes representative with 150. Graph B shows that the minimum total number of words necessary for the corpus to be considered representative is 350,000 words.

A comparison of the two sets of graphs in Figures 2, 3 and 4 shows that the American English documents reach the point of representativeness long before the British English documents, firstly, and the Spanish documents secondly: 150 documents and 350,000 words in American English as against 180 documents and 600,000 words in British English and 225 documents and 750,000 words in Spanish.

The results remain largely the same even when the analysis is performed on a two-word basis (2-grams): 200 documents and 400,000 words in American English (Figure 7) as against 225 documents and 750,000 words in British English (Figure 6) and 250 documents and 800,000 words in Spanish (Figure 5).

It merits mentioning that neither corpora reach representativeness from 3-grams onwards, as the lines do not in practice stabilise. This means that more data are needed at this point in order to establish a representative threshold beyond bigrams.

28 This filter also removes Roman numbers.
Figure 5: Representativeness of the Spanish component (2-grams).

Figure 6: Representativeness of the British English component (2-grams).
**Figure 7:** Representativeness of the American English component (2-grams).

**Figure 8:** Representativeness of the Spanish component (3-grams).
Figure 9: Representativeness of the British English component (3-grams).

Figure 10: Representativeness of the American English component (3-grams).

From these results it may therefore be deduced that the American English general conditions tend to be more homogenous than those in British English and, mainly, those in Spanish. In other words, it is possible to infer that that the general conditions in American English
present super-, macro- and microstructures that are very similar to each other as well as using a narrower terminological range. There could be several plausible explanations for that. One possible reason could be that the three corpora were not lemmatized. Since Spanish is a very flexive language, it could be inferred that it reaches representativeness later on due to its richer inflectional morphology. Perhaps the three corpora should have been lemmatized for more accurate results.

However, a comparative analysis of German and Italian (two languages with rich flexional systems) shows that both package subcorpora reach representativeness even sooner than their English counterparts. The German subcorpus\(^{29}\) reaches representativeness at the point of including 90 documents (250,000 words) for 1-gram, and 160 documents (385,000 words) for 2-grams. As to Italian, representativeness for 1-gram is attained at 115 documents (200,000 words), and at 175 documents (400,000 words) for 2-grams. Both components almost reach representativeness on a 3-grams basis at slightly more than 170 documents (390,000 words) and 200 (470,000 words), respectively. Clearly other factors rather than inflexional richness must be at stake.

5. Concluding remarks

So far academics have failed to resolve the questions of corpus representativeness and ideal size:

However, despite the care given to selection, and despite the sheer size of these corpora, it is generally accepted that true representativity is illusory. We seem doomed to build larger and larger corpora at the risk of losing the wood for the trees. (Williams 2002: 44)

\(^{29}\) The German component of the *Turicor* corpus contains 173 documents and 400,504 words. The Italian component is composed of 230 documents (550,035 words).
Yet, these controversial issues are of paramount importance when designing and evaluating specialised corpora. In practice such an evident lack of consensus poses insurmountable problems, as corpus compilation is by no means a mere question of beliefs. Yet, it is not possible to determine \textit{a priori} the exact total number of words or documents that should be included in specialised language corpora (which in general tend to be smaller) in order that they may be considered representative. This is because, as it has been illustrated, size will be determined according to the language and text types as well as the restrictions of a particular specialised field, diatopic limitations, plus other functionally oriented criteria.

In this paper we have described a data-driven approach to evaluating corpus representativeness. No preconceived ideas or fixed figures have been used as starting points. Instead, a double approach to corpus building has been adopted, based on two arguments. Firstly, corpus representativeness can be obtained by establishing coherent diacultural and text types for inclusion. These could be considered as external selection criteria to be established from the outset in order to ensure corpus representativeness and quality. Secondly, internal selection criteria can not be established on an \textit{a priori} basis. The number of tokens and/or documents a specialised corpus should contain may vary in relation to the languages, domains and textual genres involved, as well as to the objectives set for a specific analysis (i.e., a corpus should provide enough evidence for the researchers’ purposes and aims).

Corpus size is, thus, a valid internal criterium. However, it is only possible to determine that the corpus is of an adequate size after it has actually been compiled, (or, alternatively, during the compilation process as a quality control device), or even during analysis. The results obtained in this study support the assumption that English packages (both in the American and British varieties) tend to be more homogeneous than their Peninsular Spanish counterparts. And, consequently, corpus representativeness can be reached sooner in English than in Spanish. Further research should be carried out in order to find plausible explanations for those cross-linguistic and cross-cultural differences (e.g., language-specific features, culturally-bound textual constrains, differences in the legal systems involved) and whether those differences affect other types of tourism contracts or, even, other
types of legal documents. Achieving representativeness from internal criteria will, no doubt, provide ‘food for thought’ to academics within CL and will help it come of age eventually.
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